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Listen & Play
https://www.resoundworship.org/song/we_were_strangers_one_body

Instructions

Use this song to celebrate the diversity and the unity of the people of God, along with the reading from Acts 4:32-35.

Highlight and demonstrate this diversity and unity by inviting members of your gathering to choose various percussion instruments. Encourage a range of rhythms and patterns to be played in the verses – shakers playing eighth note...
rhythms, triangles on fourth and first beats, blocks on two and four, tambourines on one.

Then in the chorus, draw all the instruments together to simply play on the first beat of the bar together. Practice this a few times – you might not be able to achieve perfect unity – that's ok, that's reality! The life and death and resurrection of Jesus shows us what kind of lives we can aim for that will make unity possible – lives of common love and sharing, generous giving and hearty praise of God.

*Note also the line 'breaking down the walls between us' which connects to the story of Thomas, in which Jesus appears in the room with his followers – walls are of no power against the resurrected Jesus.